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Abstract: During the last decade games have arguably become the largest form of leisure 
information systems (IS). However, today games are also increasingly being employed for a 
variety of instrumental purposes. Although games have garnered a substantial amount of 
research attention during the last decade, research literature is scattered and there is still a lack of 
a clear and reliable understanding of why games are being used, and how they are placed in the 
established utilitarian-hedonic continuum of information systems. To address this gap, we 
conducted a meta-analysis of the quantitative body of literature that has examined the reasons for 
using games (48 studies). Additionally, we compared the findings across games that are intended 
for either leisure or instrumental use. Even though games are generally regarded as a pinnacle 
form of hedonically-oriented ISs, our results show that enjoyment and usefulness are equally 
important determinants for using them (though their definitive role varies between game types). 
Therefore, it can be posited that games are multi-purpose ISs which nevertheless rely on hedonic 
factors, even in the pursuit of instrumental outcomes. The present study contributes to and 
advances our theoretical and empirical understanding of multi-purpose ISs and the ways in 
which they are used. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade games have become an established vein of entertainment, consumer 
culture, and essentially a common part of people’s daily lives (Mäyrä & Ermi 2014; Yi 2004). In 
the United States alone, 59% of the population plays computer games while revenues of the 
computer games industry exceed US $15 billion (ESA 2014). However, in addition to the 
increased penetration of games, the ways in which people play and employ games have also 
become more varied. The long-tail is getting longer: there are more different kinds of games 
available for a multitude of different platforms that cater for differing gaming needs (Hamari & 
Tuunanen 2014; Kallio et al. 2011; Yee 2006a; Yee 2006b), for widening audiences (Greenberg 
et al. 2010; Griffiths et al. 2003; Griffiths et al. 2004; Hartmann et al. 2012; Ijsselsteijn et al. 
2007; Jansz et al. 2010; Koivisto & Hamari 2014; Mäntymäki & Riemer 2014; Mäntymäki & 
Salo 2015; Mäyrä & Ermi 2014; Williams et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2011), 
and which use a wide variety of business models (Alha et al. 2014; Alha et al. 2016; Hamari et 
al. 2017a; Hamari et al. 2017b Hamari & Järvinen 2011; Hamari & Lehdonvirta 2010; 
Lehdonvirta 2009; Mäntymäki & Salo 2011; Mäntymäki & Salo 2013). Moreover, games are 
increasingly used for instrumental purposes (e.g. gamification, serious games, simulation games, 
and games-for-purpose) (Hamari et al. 2014; Hamari et al. 2016; Huotari & Hamari 2016; 
McGonigal 2011) as well as increasingly as a eSport (Hamari & Sjöblom 2017; Sjöblom & 
Hamari 2016; Taylor 2012), although commonly held legacy causes most to still consider games 
as mere hedonic systems that are solely played by pre-adolescent males. 
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It is evident that significant amounts of complexity, opaqueness and disconnect exist as to how 
games are generally perceived, as well as a theoretical turbulence in academia pertaining to their 
definition and position. Games are indeed a rather peculiar type of information system. 
Developments in information technology have pushed games into a variety of areas of human 
life, and have diversified in terms of their different uses, motivations, and users. Today, games 
and gameful information systems are employed in a variety of contexts, organizations, and for a 
multitude of differing purposes. Therefore, the reasons and motivations as to why people use 
them can also be expected to vary. Thus far however, games have commonly been seen as a 
singular type of technology: “Gamers just want to have fun” (Wu & Li 2007; Yoon et al. 2013). 
However, it is evident that games present themselves as more manifold and multifaceted types of 
information systems that continue to prove an isle of theoretical ambiguity in the information 
systems field. 
Due to this increasing divergence, the impact and significance of games as information systems, 
and understanding the nature of games and why people use them have therefore become 
especially timely and fascinating. Even though the topic has attracted substantial scholarly 
interest during the last decade (see e.g. Table 1), the current body of literature seems to be 
scattered and amorphous. Especially noted is that the body of literature on games is dispersed 
into a wide variety of different types of games such as experimental educational games 
(Bourgonjon et al. 2010; Kuo et al. 2011), mobile social networking games (Wei & Lu 2014), 
and multi-million budget massively multiplayer online (MMO) games (Wang & Wang 2008; Wu 
& Holsapple 2014); and the bodies of literature on hedonic games and utilitarian games have 
thus far been disconnected. A large gap also exists between the purposes of games, i.e. between 
games for entertainment and those for instrumental purposes. This topic has been approached 
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from variety of theoretical perspectives, such as the technology acceptance model (Davis 1989), 
theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980), and the uses and gratifications theory. 
Moreover, individual studies commonly investigate singular types of games and therefore 
typically have several issues that prevent a generalizability of their results such as their limited 
sample sizes or demographic biases. Moreover, almost no effort toward synthesizing this body of 
literature has yet been conducted. Therefore, in order to gain a comprehensive view of the 
multitude of factors explaining why people play or use games, an overview of the respective 
research is required. Although some game studies have been included in general technology 
acceptance meta-analyses (e.g. Schepers & Wetzels 2007), no study has yet conducted a large 
scale analysis focusing specifically on the acceptance and use of game-related information 
systems. 
In this study we aim to address this gap in our knowledge by mathematically meta-analyzing the 
quantitative literature that addresses the question of why people play/use games. Mathematical 
meta-analysis provides a highly accurate means of calculating the reasons and motivations why 
people use games across differing theoretical approaches and contexts of study. Therefore, we 
are not restricted by theoretical assumptions which stem from any specific theoretical 
frameworks. We examine the correlations between variables regardless of whether the analyzed 
studies had modelled a relationship between them. The primary objective of the study is to 
rigorously synthesize, validate and repeat those studies done on the question of why people play 
and use games. Therefore, our study not only presents highly reliable results on the topic, but is 
also able to take into account the relationships between variables that are not disclosed in the 
results of prior literature. Moreover, we also conduct structural equation modeling, based on the 
meta-analytically pooled correlations (MetaSEM, Cheung 2015) to examine the use of games 
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from a viewpoint of a technology acceptance model which has proved the most central 
theoretical perspective seen in the body of related literature. 
Analyzing such a wide body of literature allows us to see the phenomenon from a wider 
perspective, and therefore the study is not limited by the narrow scope that singular studies are 
obliged to adopt. In this way, this study is able to derive larger theoretical implications pertaining 
to the positioning and understanding of games as information systems. Furthermore, by collating 
the studies, it is possible to lay a reliable foundation for the area of game use motivations, as well 
as the theoretical framing of games. As such, this study acts as a reference point for future 
studies that look to develop the area of games research. 
2. METHODS & PROCEDURE 
The procedure began by gathering empirical studies related to game usage from academic 
literature repositories. A systematic search was conducted with a comprehensive combination of 
keywords, as well as a determination of clear inclusion criteria for the studies. Systematic review 
processes result in straightforward search, with a low ambiguity in the inclusion of studies and 
the details needed for a replicable review process, as well as a transparent methodology (Boell & 
Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014; Oates 2015). After the elimination of unsuitable search hits, selected 
details were coded from the remaining set of valid studies. This step included the identification 
and combination of variables with similar definitions. The frequencies of the details are reported 
in the next section to provide an overview of the study of game usage. The meta-analytic 
approach is discussed at the end of this section. The process is visualized in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Analysis procedure workflow. 
2.1. Sources of data 
Following Webster and Watson (2002) and Ellis (2010), the analysis procedure commenced with 
a literature search. The search procedure was undertaken in the Scopus database (November 
2015) which is the largest abstract and citation database of scholarly literature (Elsevier B.V 
2014). Scopus is also the most relevant repository for studies within the disciplines where 
literature on why people adopt and use different technologies is being published. Among many 
others, Scopus also includes the AIS, ACM, IEEE and Science Direct libraries. 
The literature search in Scopus was conducted using a search string which consisted of three 
main parts: 1) use-related keywords, 2) game-related keywords and 3) subject area 
specifications. We decided to exclude natural and medical sciences as these areas led to hundreds 
of false positives. As articles may have multiple subject areas in Scopus, excluding these areas 
only omits papers that are limited to these subjects. The search was targeted to the meta-data of 
papers (title, abstract and keywords) rather than the entire text and resulted in 985 entries. The 
complete search string is available in the appendix A. 
2.2. Inclusion criteria 
Eight inclusion criteria were used to assess the mass of research (985 entries) found by the 
literature search. The inclusion procedure resulted in 48 valid research articles for meta-analysis. 
The inclusion process in visualized in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Inclusion criteria for research articles. Vertical arrows represent omitted 
research articles at each step while horizontal arrows show the remaining articles. 
First, the studies were simply inspected as to whether they were duplicates. Eight research 
articles were omitted for sharing same results or data with more recent and extended versions of 
these papers that were already included. 
Second, 48 entries were omitted since they were not full paper that had been published either in 
peer-reviewed journals, conferences or books.  
Thirdly, due to inaccessibility, 16 entries were omitted. This category included entries with 
broken links and that could not be found via other methods, documents that were not accessible 
with our license. The accessibility check was undertaken as the third step since further inclusion 
criteria required closer examination of the actual contents of the papers. 
Fourthly, the entries were inspected as to whether their topic or research question concerned the 
use of games. Inevitably, this was the largest omission category with 616 rejected search hits. In 
practice, any paper that was about adoption, technology acceptance, use, play, loyalty and 
continued use in context of the personal use of games satisfied this inclusion criterion. Some of 
these search hits were found because their topic related to techniques that are also used in games, 
they were about virtual worlds, or their abstract included games while the topic itself did not. 
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As a fifth step, the remaining entries were inspected for whether they included a quantitative 
empirical study. On this basis, 195 entries were omitted since the meta-analysis required actual 
measures from empirical studies with a similar research problem. 
Next, we ensured that the studies met our quality expectations. Although we avoided being too 
restrictive in the quality evaluation, we required that the included studies should report essential 
information such as variable definitions and sampling processes with reasonable accuracy. 
However, 20 study articles were omitted from our analysis for reasons of insufficiently reported 
results, ambiguous variable definitions, and unclear study methodology. 
Finally, and most pertinently to the meta-analysis calculations, the studies had to report 
correlations between their variables. A total of 34 studies were omitted for not reporting a valid 
correlation matrix. Most of these omitted papers did not report any matrix at all, a few reported 
only correlations between low level survey-items, and a single study clearly violated the criteria 
for validity and was therefore rejected. 
After the inclusion process, a total of 48 studies were eligible for inclusion in the analyses. 
2.3. Coding procedure 
The analysis of the selected studies followed a two-stage process, and was conducted in 
accordance with the guidelines of Webster & Watson (2002). The first step of the literature 
review framework is an author-centric analysis in which studies are listed in a table and selected 
details from the papers are entered in columns. For this review, the details included 1) the 
reference, 2) the context of the study (the game type and the actual game if disclosed in the 
study) 3) data collection and analysis methods, 4) sample size, 5) the variable correlation matrix, 
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and 6) the underlying theoretical framework of the study. The second stage of the literature 
review framework is a concept-centric approach (Webster & Watson 2002). In this step, the 
author-centric analysis was pivoted and coded (with some abstraction to connect related papers 
under a given category) into concept-centric frequency tables. These tables are reported in the 
results section. 
2.3.1. Coding decisions 
The theoretical framework of the study refers to the basis of the research model used. It was 
decided to code the theoretical frameworks with a single value. In other words, studies which 
combine different theories are treated as different entries in the coding. This means that the sum 
of frequencies seen in the theoretical frameworks equals the number of studies in this review. 
The literature review revealed a wide variety of different game types. However, not all games are 
solely entertainment products and games are increasingly being utilized to motivate the use of 
information systems which are designed for mainly utilitarian purposes (Hamari & Koivisto 
2015). For example, educational games use game elements to motivate their use, even though the 
ultimate goal is to learn school subjects. While the majority of the studies in the literature 
examined leisure-oriented commercial games, a noticeable portion of them were interested in 
games for instrumental purposes. Since these two game types are relatively different, we 
identified and categorized games into separate categories of hedonic and utilitarian games. 
2.3.2. Combining variables 
Since our meta-analysis combines variables across the studies, we had to pay extra attention 
when we coded the variable names. Inevitably, some studies used different terminology for 
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similar variables, as well as using the same names to describe relatively different concepts. 
Moreover, even when the studies measured similar variables, they rarely used an identical set of 
questions to construct their variables. Regardless of this, we combined and separated the 
variables accordingly, using a reasonable level of abstraction. In the end, by carefully combining 
similar concepts with varying details, we were able to extend our results across a larger scale. 
2.4. Meta-analytic approach 
Reviewing published research can be divided into two overall approaches: 1) traditional 
qualitative method (also known as the narrative method) in which the conclusions of reviewed 
studies are practically summarized using words, and 2) meta-analysis which is a mathematical 
and quantitative approach, and where the effect sizes of the reviewed studies are combined using 
calculations (Ellis 2010). The narrative approach has been found to be insufficient when 
synthesizing findings from contradictory results, especially for a large number of studies (Hunter 
& Schmidt 2004), whereas the meta-analytic approach provides more comprehensive results with 
estimates for effect size, different metrics for reliability, and information about different kinds of 
bias. Moreover, unlike the narrative approach, meta-analysis does not suffer from increased 
complexity in interpreting large amounts of studies. Instead, meta-analysis addresses the discrete 
limitations of individual studies and settles conflicting findings (Paré et al. 2015). As the 
limitations of traditional narrative review are acknowledged, it is reasonable to employ a meta-
analysis in this particular study. 
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2.4.1. Meta-analysis calculation model 
More specifically, meta-analysis is a mathematical and statistical method for combining the 
results of previous studies that address a similar research problem (or the data/results which can 
be used to address a similar research problem) (Glass 1981). There are two main approaches for 
mathematical meta-analysis (Hunter & Schmidt 2004; Ellis 2010): one developed by Hunter and 
Schmidt (Hunter & Schmidt 2000; Schmidt & Hunter 1977) and the other by Hedges et al. 
(Hedges 1981; Hedges 1992; Hedges & Olkin 1985; Hedges & Vevea 1998). In the approach of 
Hedges et al., raw correlations are z-transformed before combining the effects, and weights of n 
– 3 are used instead of the original sample size (n) for each study. In contrast, the method by 
Hunter and Schmidt uses untransformed correlations, and the original sample size of each study. 
However, an analysis using this approach should modify the weights to be taken into account and 
correct the study-specific faults such as measurement reliability. The calculation of Hedges et 
al.’s random effect model uses the between-studies variance (Ellis 2010). These two approaches 
will likely produce slightly different mean effect sizes and intervals, but it is difficult to say 
which one is better overall as the differences are minor (Ellis 2010). For example, Field (2005) 
ended up with results contradictory to a similar study of Hall & Brannick (2002), even though 
both employed the two methods in similar conditions using Monte Carlo simulations. However, 
Johnson et al. (1995) compared extensively different meta-analytic approaches and concluded 
that the Hunter & Schmidt method produces differing results and should be used with caution. 
Although Schmidt & Hunter (1999) later argued that this difference was caused by use of an 
inappropriate formula for error correction, we were more confident with the method of Hedges et 
al. and it was chosen as an approach for the purposes of this analysis. 
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Both meta-analytic calculation approaches include at least two different models, namely to 
account for fixed and random effects. In principle, a fixed effects model should be used when the 
studies share identical data collection conditions and a single value for the true effect is assumed. 
Thus, using a fixed effect generally produces less variance as well as tighter confidence intervals. 
On the other hand, a random effects model should be used when the study conditions are 
expected to vary, and the distribution for the true effect is assumed. Indeed, in most real life 
scenarios and meta-analyses, it would be absurd to assume that identical study conditions exist 
between studies. Moreover, as our data clearly suggests dissimilar conditions with varying 
variable details as well as different cultures and demographics amongst the respondents, it is 
reasonable to employ a random effects meta-analysis. Therefore, we used the approach of 
Hedges et al., and a random effects model in our meta-analysis. The calculation formulas used in 
our meta-analysis are available in appendix D. 
2.4.2. Test of heterogeneity 
Despite the assumption that a random effect basis is preferred to a fixed effects model when 
combining the effect sizes of independent studies, we verified our model approach using tests for 
heterogeneity. The heterogeneity of our data was tested with Q-statistics and I2-values for every 
relationship that was analyzed in meta-analysis (these heterogeneity tests are available in 
appendix B). The Q-statistic (Cochran 1954) is the classical measure for heterogeneity while the 
I2-value represents the percent of the variance explained by the heterogeneity of the data, and the 
minimum of 0 % indicates that all variability is instead due to sampling error within trials 
(Higgins & Thompson 2002). All Q-estimates were statistically significant at p < 0.01 and each 
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I2-value was above 80 % (mostly above 90 %). Thus, the random effect model is seen as a proper 
approach for conducting this particular meta-analysis. 
2.4.3. Effect interpretation & publication bias 
Correlation effect sizes were interpreted using Cohen’s (1988) small, medium and large 
thresholds, and therefore the three classes for interpreting effect sizes were: 
• Small (S) for values between 0.10 - 0.30 
• Medium (M) for values between 0.30 - 0.50 
• Large (L) for values between 0.50 - 1.00 
To address the problem of publication bias, failsafe N was calculated for each of the analyzed 
relationships. The fundamental concept is to determine the number of additional studies with 
zero result needed to nullify an effect. There are two main approaches for such calculations 
(Long 2001): one method based on the sum of the Z scores (Rosenthal 1979) while the other uses 
effect sizes (Orwin 1983). The latter was used in this analysis since it provides more accurate 
results without the need for an interpretation of statistical significance testing (Long 2001). 
Additionally, the method collaborates well with the classes for effect sizes featured in this study. 
We used the small-threshold as criterion value for fail-safe studies, and zero for the mean effect 
size of the fail-safe studies (Eq. 1). 
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘𝑘(𝑟𝑟 − 0.1)0.1  (1) 
Where k is the number of studies in the analysis, r is the mean effect size, and value 0.1 (the 
small effect size threshold) is the criterion value for failsafe studies. A higher failsafe N value 
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implies a more reliable result in the aspect of publication bias. For interpretation of the value, the 
failsafe N / k –ratio should exceed the threshold of 2.0, otherwise publication bias might pose a 
potential problem (Sabherwal et al. 2006). 
2.4.4. Moderator analysis tests 
The purpose of our moderator analysis is to examine the difference in meta-analysis results 
between two different types of games. The difference between the two correlation estimates is 
examined by way of Q-test, which tests the homogeneity and significance of variance between 
groups (Borenstein et al. 2009). Similar to actual meta-analysis, the test also requires some 
decisions regarding the calculation model to be used. First, one must choose between a fixed or 
random effect model, depending on how the within group estimates are to be calculated. Similar 
to the main meta-analysis, we had no reason to believe that even studies within the same game 
categories would have such identical research conditions, that a fixed effect could be assumed. 
Therefore, the subgroup estimates are calculated using a random effects model. As a second 
issue, one must decide whether to assume true between-studies variance for both subgroups or to 
estimate separate variances. However, a relatively low number of studies within subgroups does 
not allow for the separate variances for each group to be estimated with any reasonable accuracy. 
On the other hand, we had no reason to assume different variances for these groups, so the same 
within studies estimate for variance is used for both subgroups. 
2.5. Meta-analytic structural equation modeling 
In addition to our correlation based meta-analysis, we used structural equation modeling to 
further investigate the effectiveness of a technology acceptance model in explaining the use 
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intention of games. We used AMOS v23 to test our models and used correlation matrixes which 
were constructed from our meta-analysis results as an input to the software (available in 
appendix C). However, while structural equation models are often used with raw questionnaire 
data, using a meta-analytically pooled correlation matrix as data is relatively uncommon, and 
thus we were required to address some differences between these methods. 
First, we had to decide which sample size to use for the correlation matrix, given that the 
relationships for the meta-analysis were gathered from a variety of studies and the total sample 
sizes varied from 1670 to 13116 for individual relationships. However, researchers have 
previously used medians, totals, arithmetic and harmonic means (Cheung 2015), as well as 
minimums (Schepers & Wetzels 2007) of meta-analysis sample sizes. Based on 
recommendations offered in literature (Landis 2013), we decided to use the harmonic mean. 
Next, using a correlation matrix as data input in structural equation modeling requires estimates 
of the standard deviation of the variables. While it could have been possible to estimate the 
standard deviation for each variable (e.g. by weighted averaging deviation drawn from each 
study), it would have reduced our sample size significantly. Most of the included studies did not 
report standard deviations, so requiring these measurements as part of our inclusion criteria 
would have unnecessarily caused many articles to be omitted from our analysis. On the other 
hand, most meta-analysis studies tend to treat correlation matrix as a covariance matrix in 
structural equation modeling (Cheung 2015) and thus avoid estimating the standard deviations. 
In line with this literature and according to our own evaluation, we also decided to treat 
correlation matrix as a covariance matrix by using unit standard deviations. 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. Descriptive information of the analyzed literature 
The search process resulted in 48 relevant research articles for inclusion in the analysis (listed in 
Table 1 in ascending alphabetical order of the reference). Overall, the sample sizes varied from 
32 to 3919, with a mean of 524 and a standard deviation of 698. The articles had been published 
between the years 2004 and 2015. 41 of the studies were published in journals, while the 
remaining 7 were conference papers. 
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Table 1: Included studies in the analysis. 
Study reference n Game type Venue 
Bourgonjon et al. (2010) 858 Utilitarian Computers & Education 
Chang (2013) 358 Hedonic Telematics & Informatics 
Chang et al. (2014) 166 Hedonic Internet Research 
Chen & Kuan (2012) 610 Hedonic International Journal of Mobile Communications 
Cheng et al. (2013) 32 Utilitarian Australasian Journal of Educational Technology 
Hamari (2015) 389 
237 
Hedonic 
Hedonic 
International Journal of Information Management 
Hamari & Koivisto (2015) 200 Utilitarian International Journal of Information Management 
Hartmann et al. (2012) 351 Hedonic Journal of Media Psychology 
Hong et al. (2011) 112 Utilitarian Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology 
Hsiao & Chiou (2012) 347 Hedonic Electronic Commerce Research & Applications 
Hsiao & Chiou (2012) 347 Hedonic Information & Management 
Hsu & Lu (2004) 233 Hedonic Information & Management 
Huang & Hsieh (2011) 251 Hedonic Internet Research 
Hwang et al. (2013) 224 Utilitarian Computers & Education 
Jung et al. (2014) 246 Hedonic Journal of Business Research 
Kari & Makkonen (2014) 271 Utilitarian International conference on Information Systems 
Kim et al. (2014) 213 Utilitarian Services Marketing Quarterly 
Koo (2009) 576 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Kuo et al. (2011) 60 Utilitarian Edutainment Technologies 
Laumer et al. (2012) 1882 Utilitarian German Journal of Research in Human Resource Management 
Lee (2009) 628 Hedonic Online Information Review 
Li et al. (2015) 3919 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Liu & Li (2011) 267 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Lu & Wang (2008) 1186 Hedonic Internet Research 
Naeini & BalaKrishnam (2012) 201 Hedonic Journal of Applied Sciences, Engineering & Technology 
Okazaki et al. (2008) 432 Hedonic Journal of Computer Mediated Communication 
Park et al. (2014) 1409 Hedonic Telematics & Informatics 
Petrova & Qu (2007) 96 Hedonic International Conference on e-Business 
Shin (2010) 312 Hedonic International Journal of Human-Computers Interaction 
Shin & Shin (2011) 280 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Sun & Law (2010) 115 Utilitarian Transactions on Edutainment 
Tao et al. (2009) 185 Utilitarian Computers & Education 
Teng (2010) 865 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Teng (2013) 2861 Hedonic Cyberpsychology, Behavior & Social Networking 
Teng & Chen (2014) 546 Hedonic Electronic Commerce Research & Applications 
Teng et al. (2012) 994 Hedonic Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication 
Teng et al. (2012) 767 Hedonic Online Information Review 
Tu & Hung (2010) 307 Hedonic PICMET 
Wang (2014) 411 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Wang & Wang (2008) 281 Hedonic British Journal of Educational Technology 
Wei & Lu (2014) 237 Hedonic  Internet Research 
Wu & Holsapple (2014) 443 Hedonic Information & Management 
Wu & Li (2007) 253 Hedonic Americas Conference on Information Systems 
Wu et al. (2010) 337 Hedonic Computers in Human Behavior 
Yoon et al. (2013) 244 Hedonic Journal of Applied Social Psychology 
Zhang et al. (2010) 109 Hedonic Journal of Information & Computational Science 
Zhao & Fang (2009) 315 Hedonic Internationalization, Design and Global Development 
Zhou (2013) 231 Hedonic Personal & Ubiquitous Computing 
n = sample size. 
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The theoretical basis of the reviewed studies was also examined. The theoretical frameworks 
which determine the structure of the research models used by the studies are listed in Table 2. 
However, rather a high amount of studies (12) used no specific theoretical framework explicitly, 
and instead the variables were adopted from various theories, different studies, or were created 
by the authors. The technology acceptance model (Davis et al. 1989) (TAM) was the most used, 
and was a feature in 15 studies. When combining this with less frequently used combinations of 
the model, we get a total of 23 research models that were based on TAM. The second most 
common theory was the Uses & Gratifications Theory and the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(Ajzen & Fishbein 1980) (TRA) which were used in 4 and 3 studies respectively. However, 
together with the theoretical combinations, 11 studies had TRA as part of their theoretical 
foundation. TAM is actually one of the most widely used extensions of TRA and they share 
some common variables and relationships. The theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991) is 
another extension of TRA and was used by 4 studies as the theoretical basis (and featured 
exclusively in 3 of these). The remainder of the theoretical frameworks were less used, or 
featured rarely seen combinations. 
Table 2: Frequency of theoretical frameworks in the analyzed literature. 
Theoretical Framework k 
TAM 15 
Various theories 12 
TAM + TRA 7 
Uses & Gratifications Theory 4 
TRA 3 
TPB 3 
Social Capital Theory 2 
TAM + TRA + TPB 1 
k = number of studies. TAM = technology acceptance model, TRA = theory of reasoned action, TBP = theory of planned behavior. 
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3.2. Variables 
Since the data contains 758 unique correlation pairs, the scope of analysis must be limited. As a 
statistical method, meta-analysis prefers multiple findings for establishing relationships and 
therefore it is reasonable to only include the most frequently studied correlations in the analysis. 
Thus, we focused on variables that were included in at least three independent studies. These 
variables are briefly introduced in Table 3.  
Table 3: Most frequently investigated variables in the analyzed literature. 
 
Variable k Description 
Playing Intention 
(INT) 
41 Intention to behave in a certain way (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980). In context of games, it is more specifically 
future intention to play games, to continue playing games, to continue playing specific. 
Enjoyment (ENJ) 24 User perception of how enjoyable, entertaining and fun playing games or specific game is (Davis et al. 
1992; Van der Heijden 2004). 
Perceived Ease 
of Use (PEOU) 
22 “The degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would be free of physical and 
mental effort” (Davis 1989). In context of games, ease of use particularly concerns the effortless in user 
interface, such as playing games being easy to learn and sense of control when playing, neither than 
difficulty level of games. 
Attitude (ATT) 19 Attitude is own opinion on how positive or negative the actual behavior is (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980). 
Therefore, attitude towards using games includes opinion on whether playing games is good idea and 
how much people like playing games. 
Perceived 
Usefulness (PU) 
18 “The degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job 
performance” (Davis 1989). However in practice, perceived usefulness was defined loosely as any 
sense of usefulness in playing games. 
Subjective 
Norms (SN) 
14 Perceived social pressure from other people on how acceptable the activity (use of games) is (Ajzen & 
Fishbein 1980). Also often referred as “social norms” or “social influence”. 
Flow 8 Flow is a mental state where a person is fully immersed, deeply concentrated and truly enjoys while 
performing a certain activity (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). Flow is the optimal experience in use of games 
and may lead to ignoring real world surroundings while playing. 
Perceived 
Playfulness (PP) 
6 Perception on how focused one is, degree of curiosity and how enjoyable or interesting it is when 
interacting with games (Moon & Kim 2001; Webster & Martocchio 1992) Playfulness is conceptually 
rather similar to enjoyment and flow. 
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Satisfaction 
(SAT) 
6 Satisfaction is the positive feeling that arises from how well the actual experience meets expected 
experience (Bhattacherjee 2001; Hernon & Whitman 2001). 
Critical Mass 
(CM) 
3 User perception on amount of peers that are also playing games or a specific game. 
Gender 3 Binary variable for gender of the respondent. Positive sign in correlation represents males. 
k = number of studies. 
 
3.3. Meta-analysis 
3.3.1. Main findings 
The meta-analysis results for the most frequently studied variables are available in Table 4 and in 
Figure 3 in descending order of their correlation strength. Among the variables that correlate 
directly with playing intention, Attitude has clearly the strongest relationship (0.689***). 
Enjoyment (0.586***) and Perceived Usefulness (0.572***) also reach the large correlation 
class. Moreover, correlations for Satisfaction, Perceived Ease of Use, as well as Perceived 
Playfulness are categorized as medium in their strength (0.473*, 0.438***, and 0.435***, 
respectively). Subjective Norms, Critical Mass, and Flow also reach the medium correlation 
category (0.391***, 0.381**, and 0.373***, respectively). However, the meta-analysis could not 
detect a connection between Gender and Playing Intention (-0.055ns). 
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Table 4: Meta-analysis of correlations between most frequently examined variables. 
    95% conf. int.     
Variables k ∑ n C r Low High z p fsN 
p. bias 
risk 
Correlations with playing intention  
INT x ATT 19 6209 L 0.689*** 0.626 0.743 14.939 0.000 112 Low 
INT x ENJ 22 13116 L 0.586*** 0.517 0.648 13.256 0.000 108 Low 
INT x PU 17 7207 L 0.572*** 0.469 0.659 9.039 0.000 81 Low 
INT x SAT 3 1952 M 0.473* 0.110 0.725 2.495 0.013 12 Low 
INT x PEOU 21 8332 M 0.438*** 0.351 0.518 8.929 0.000 72 Low 
INT x PP 5 1389 M 0.435*** 0.282 0.566 5.188 0.000 17 Low 
INT x SN 14 3979 M 0.391*** 0.296 0.479 7.517 0.000 41 Low 
INT x CM 3 643 M 0.381** 0.158 0.567 3.258 0.001 9 Low 
INT x Flow 7 2208 M 0.373*** 0.252 0.482 5.733 0.000 20 Low 
INT x GEN 3 339 - -0.055ns -0.315 0.213 -0.395 0.693 -5 High 
           
Correlations between other variables  
ATT x PU 10 3517 L 0.641*** 0.485 0.757 6.491 0.000 55 Low 
ATT x ENJ 11 4643 L 0.596*** 0.535 0.650 15.124 0.000 55 Low 
ENJ x PU 9 5519 L 0.562*** 0.420 0.676 6.654 0.000 42 Low 
PEOU x PU 15 6848 M 0.493*** 0.350 0.614 6.049 0.000 59 Low 
ENJ x PEOU 12 6400 M 0.437*** 0.320 0.541 6.721 0.000 41 Low 
ATT x PEOU 12 4049 M 0.432*** 0.316 0.534 6.745 0.000 40 Low 
SN x ENJ 8 2588 M 0.413*** 0.277 0.533 5.564 0.000 26 Low 
SN x ATT 9 2728 M 0.398*** 0.280 0.505 6.178 0.000 27 Low 
SN x PU 5 1670 M 0.336** 0.121 0.521 2.999 0.003 12 Low 
SN x PEOU 8 2430 S 0.205*** 0.121 0.286 4.713 0.000 9 High 
INT playing Intention, ATT attitude toward playing games, ENJ enjoyment, PU perceived usefulness, PEOU perceived ease of 
use, PP perceived playfulness, SN subjective norms, SAT satisfaction, CM critical mass, GEN gender. k = study count, ∑ n = 
total cumulative sample size, C = effect size class, r = correlation estimate with significance code, low & high = lower and upper 
boundaries of 95 % confidence interval, z = z-score, p = significance value, fsN = failsafe N, p. bias risk = risk of publication bias. 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, ns p > 0.05. 
 
The meta-analysis results also show several relationships beyond direct correlations with playing 
intention, which are especially important for the multi-level analyses presented in the next 
section. The results show strong correlations between the variables of Attitude, Enjoyment and 
Usefulness. The correlation between Attitude and Usefulness is the strongest (0.641***), and 
Attitude also has a considerably strong correlation with Enjoyment (0.596***). Quite 
interestingly, the results reveal that Enjoyment and Usefulness are strongly associated 
(0.562***). In addition, the results show 6 mediocre relationships which commonly involve 
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either Ease of Use or Subjective Norms, with a single low correlation between these two 
variables (0.205***), which is the lowest estimate in our meta-analysis. 
 
Figure 3: Meta-analysis of correlations between most frequently examined variables and playing 
intention. INT playing intention, ATT attitude toward playing games, ENJ enjoyment, PU perceived 
usefulness, SAT satisfaction, PEOU perceived ease of use, SN subjective norms, CM critical 
mass, GEN gender. S small, M medium, L large. 
As can be seen from both Figure 3 and the result table, the correlation between playing intention 
and gender is the only non-significant estimate occurring in the meta-analysis. Moreover, this 
estimate has wide confidence intervals and thus the results do not show any signs of a connection 
between these variables. The results show an even wider confidence interval for the correlation 
between satisfaction and intention, although the estimate is significant and clearly positive. 
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Nevertheless, all other confidence intervals are rather narrow and most failsafe N measures 
indicate low risk of publication bias (Sabherwal et al. 2006). 
3.3.2. Moderating effect of game type 
We also tested differences between hedonic and utilitarian type of games by dividing the sample 
into two subgroups and comparing the correlations. For the sake of simplicity and 
interpretability, we limited the moderator analysis for variables with direct correlations with 
playing intention. According to the moderator analysis results (Table 5 and Figure 4), the game 
types differed most significantly (Q = 55.988***) in the correlation between Perceived 
Usefulness and Playing Intention, where hedonic games had a significantly lower estimate 
(0.392***) than utilitarian games (0.724***). Moreover, the estimates also varied significantly 
in the correlation for Perceived Ease of Use (Q = 17.953***), where again hedonic games had a 
significantly lower correlation (0.325***) than utilitarian games (0.550***). The moderator 
analysis also detected a significant difference in the relationship between Playing Intention and 
Subjective Norms (Q = 7.524**), although this difference is considerably lower than in the 
above-mentioned estimates. However, the analysis could not detect a significant difference for 
Attitude (Q = 2.168ns) and Enjoyment (Q = 0.030ns) between the game categories. 
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Table 5: Meta-analysis for difference in effects between hedonic and utilitarian games. 
    95% conf. int.    Q-test 
Variables k ∑ n C r Low High z p fsN Q P 
PU            
Hedonic 9 3766 M 0.392*** 0.317 0.462 9.467 0.000 27 55.988*** 0.000 
Utilitarian 8 3441 L 0.724*** 0.673 0.768 18.036 0.000 50   
            
PEOU            
Hedonic 11 4407 M 0.325*** 0.245 0.400 7.625 0.000 25 17.953*** 0.000 
Utilitarian 10 3925 L 0.550*** 0.479 0.614 12.513 0.000 45   
            
SN            
Hedonic 11 3396 M 0.337*** 0.250 0.419 7.218 0.000 27 7.524** 0.006 
Utilitarian 3 583 L 0.569*** 0.428 0.682 6.745 0.000 15   
            
ATT            
Hedonic 13 5370 L 0.660*** 0.579 0.728 11.798 0.000 73 2.168ns 0.141 
Utilitarian 4 839 L 0.751*** 0.647 0.827 9.323 0.000 27   
            
ENJ            
Hedonic 18 10550 L 0.589*** 0.507 0.661 11.306 0.000 89 0.030ns 0.862 
Utilitarian 4 2566 L 0.573*** 0.383 0.717 5.133 0.000 19   
INT playing Intention, ATT attitude toward playing games, ENJ enjoyment, PU perceived usefulness, PEOU perceived ease of 
use, SN subjective norms. k = study count, ∑ n = total cumulative sample size, C = effect size class, r = correlation estimate with 
significance code, low & high = lower and upper boundaries of 95 % confidence interval, z = z-score, p = significance value, fsN 
= failsafe N. *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, ns p > 0.05. 
 
Every estimate in the moderator analysis was rather strong and above the lower bound of the 
medium correlation class. Although there were only three studies examining the relationship 
between Subjective Norms and playing intention for utilitarian games, all our correlation 
estimates are statistically significant at p < 0.001, and all of the failsafe N values indicate only a 
low risk of publication bias. Thus, we determined that we could reliably interpret the comparison 
results. 
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Figure 4: Meta-analysis for difference between hedonic and utilitarian games. INT playing 
intention, ATT attitude toward playing games, ENJ enjoyment, PU perceived usefulness, PEOU 
perceived ease of use, SN subjective norms. S small, M medium, L large. H hedonic games, U 
utilitarian games. 
3.4. Structural equation modeling 
3.4.1. The overall model 
In meta-SEM (or any regression-based analysis), as the model structure is more complex and 
more variables are included simultaneously in the model, the set of studies that can be included 
diminishes from the correlation-based analyses (above) since all of the included studies have to 
feature all of the variables in the model. Our investigation shows that studies based on the 
Technology Acceptance Model are the only ones that can be feasibly modeled as a (meta-)SEM-
model. This was to be expected since the largest share of the studies had approached the research 
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problem from a technology acceptance perspective (Table 3), and/or by the inclusion of variables 
of usefulness, enjoyment, attitude and ease of use along the use-related dependent variable. This 
is commonly seen in studies that lean on the technology acceptance model. We employ the 
model structure introduced by Van der Heijden (2004) which extended the core TAM model 
with the inclusion of enjoyment (Figure 5) where enjoyment is treated as an equal predictor of 
use with usefulness: both predict use as well as the use of attitude. 
The results of the structural equation model can be seen in Figure 5. The results show that 
playing intention is most strongly predicted by attitude (0.455***), whereas enjoyment and 
perceived usefulness have noticeably weaker, but still significant, direct relationships with 
intention (0.231*** and 0.151*** respectively). Moreover, both usefulness and enjoyment are 
similarly positively associated with attitude (0.417*** and 0.325*** respectively). Although the 
results show a significant association in the path from perceived ease of use to attitude 
(0.084***), its magnitude is the lowest in the analysis. Finally, perceived ease of use similarly 
has rather high coefficients for the paths between it and perceived usefulness (0.493***) and 
enjoyment (0.437***). 
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Figure 5: Results for structural equation modeling with total sample. *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * 
p<0.05, ns p>0.05. R2 total variance explained. 
The structural equation modeling results seem to roughly replicate the themes that were raised in 
the results of non-SEM meta-analysis (Table 4): if we look at games as a whole, all the main 
factors of the technology acceptance model are important predictors of playing games. At the 
same time however, the results also lend support for our hypothesis (discussed from the outset of 
the study) that it does not seem meaningful to place the whole spectrum of games under one 
category. These overall results indicate that all of the factors predict use positively, but quite 
unremarkably (as would be expected if the results of a wide variety of systems were combined). 
These results suggest and imply that games should not be grouped into a singular system type. 
Also from a technology acceptance perspective, more meaningful results would be obtained 
through separately investigating leisure and utilitarian games. These finding reflect more recent 
discussions around the explanatory power of the technology acceptance model (e.g. Salovaara & 
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Tamminen 2009) where a central arguments is that TAM does not consider variety in an 
individual’s use purposes and motivations, nor differences in system types (e.g. in this case the 
difference between hedonic and utilitarian games). Instead, it seems to produce uninformative 
averages from significantly varying data. 
If and when we subscribe to this view, then it is crucial to add further resolution to the analysis. 
Therefore, we conducted separate meta-SEM analyses for utilitarian games and hedonic games. 
As can be seen from the results (Figure 6), there are several path coefficients which noticeably 
vary between the game types. Nevertheless, attitude still predicts playing intention most strongly 
for both games types and there is no noticeable difference in path coefficient magnitude (H: 
0.468***, U: 0.488***). Enjoyment is clearly more significant for hedonic games as the path 
coefficient between enjoyment and playing intention (H: 0.292***, U: 0.052*), and between 
enjoyment and attitude (H: 0.457***, U: 0.039*) are both noticeably higher for hedonic games. 
Conversely for utilitarian games, perceived usefulness has a stronger relationship with playing 
intention (H: 0.050***, U: 0.268***), and especially with attitude (H: 0.167***, U: 0.810***). 
Utilitarian and hedonic games seems to be mirror images of each other concerning their 
relationships between usefulness, enjoyment, attitude and use intentions. Moreover, perceived 
ease of use has a stronger connection with both perceived usefulness (H: 0.294***, U: 0.639***) 
and enjoyment (H: 0.396***, U: 0.506***) for utilitarian rather than hedonic games. Perceived 
ease of use has a small or insignificant path coefficient with attitude for both game categories (H: 
0.108***, U: 0.023ns). These findings further cement our view that games clearly divide into 
hedonic and utilitarian categories. 
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Figure 6: Results for structural equation modeling for hedonic and utilitarian games. *** p<0.001, 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05, ns p>0.05. Path coefficients individually for hedonic games and utilitarian 
games. 
We notice that the meta-SEM results concerning the strength of the path coefficient between 
enjoyment and playing intention differs greatly from the correlation-based meta-analysis. Closer 
examination leads us to believe that this is caused by the high correlation between enjoyment and 
usefulness, especially for utilitarian games (U: 0.748***; H: 0.492***). This consequently leads 
usefulness to have a significantly higher explanatory power over enjoyment in the regression-
based meta-SEM model for utilitarian games. Rather than suggesting a possible problem in the 
data, this high correlation suggests that the relationship between usefulness and enjoyment is 
theoretically different for games that are being played for instrumental ends. In the correlation-
based meta-analysis, the overlapping effect of variables goes unnoticed as only variable pairs are 
analyzed. 
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Therefore, in order to investigate the theoretical fit, the role of usefulness and enjoyment, and 
how they may differ between utilitarian and hedonic games, a meta-SEM model fit investigation 
is needed. Model fit analyses (Table 6) reveal that the extended TAM-model (above – based on 
Van der Heijden 2004) shows a rather poor model fit from the whole sample (AGFI: 0.417, TLI: 
0.468, CFI: 0.894, SRMR: 0.106, RMSEA: 0.340) for exclusively hedonic (AGFI: 0.480, TLI: 
0.370, CFI: 0.874, SRMR: 0.117, RMSEA: 0.320) and utilitarian games (AGFI: -0.126, TLI: 
0.225, CFI: 0.845, SRMR: 0.159, RMSEA: 0.526). This call into question whether the model 
structure is in fact appropriate for modelling the acceptance of games, since we suspect that the 
relationship between usefulness and enjoyment may be more complex than would be the case 
with traditional information systems. Therefore, based on our theorization about the relationship 
between usefulness and enjoyment, we explored this further by modelling the relationship 
between usefulness and enjoyment. 
3.4.2. Modeling use intention of utilitarian games 
Utilitarian games (gamification, serious games etc.) are an intriguing combination of both 
utilitarian and hedonic systems, where the goals of the systems’ use are related to productivity, 
although the means and the design by which the systems promote productivity are hedonic in 
nature. Utilitarian games can hence be characterized as “productivity through fun”. If this 
theorization holds, we should be able to establish a better fitting model version of the TAM 
whereby enjoyment is mediated by usefulness (Figure 7). 
The model fit significantly improved from the original model structure that was used for 
utilitarian games (AGFI: 0.916, TLI: 0.962, CFI: 0.992, SRMR: 0.022, RMSEA: 0.116). 
Pertaining to the relationships between variables, the results show significant and strong path 
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coefficients between attitude and playing intention (0.481***) and between perceived usefulness 
and intention (0.304***). Moreover, perceived usefulness has extremely large effect on attitude 
(0.810***), whereas the path coefficients from both enjoyment and perceived ease of use on 
attitude remain insignificant (0.039ns and 0.023ns, respectively). However, the relationship 
between enjoyment and perceived usefulness is strong (0.571***). Finally, perceived ease of use 
has significant effects on enjoyment and perceived usefulness (0.506*** and 0.350***). 
In order to confirm our theorization about the difference in the roles of enjoyment and usefulness 
between hedonic and utilitarian games, we also needed to test whether the same model has a 
conversely poor fit for hedonic games. In viewing the results, we find that the same model does 
not have good fit for hedonic games (AGFI: 0.727, TLI: 0.697, CFI: 0.939, SRMR: 0.049, 
RMSEA: 0.222), indicating that a different model structure is needed to explain the acceptance 
of different types of games along the utilitarian vs hedonic categorization.  
 
Figure 7: Modeling results for playing intention of utilitarian games. Model fit = AGFI: 0.916, TLI: 
0.962, CFI: 0.992, SRMR: 0.022, RMSEA: 0.116. 
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3.4.3. Modeling use intention of hedonic games 
Having confirmed a fitting model for utilitarian games in the previous sub-section, the question 
still remains as to what might be a fitting model for hedonic games. In the main meta-SEM 
analyses, we found that the results between hedonic and utilitarian games seemed mirror images 
of each other: usefulness was a strong predictor of acceptance of utilitarian games, whilst 
enjoyment served as a predictor of acceptance for hedonic games. Therefore, there is reason to 
believe that the relationship and role of enjoyment and usefulness might also be oppositely true. 
However, hedonic games are not commonly intended for useful purposes, which makes the data 
correlations of usefulness seem surprisingly strong (PU x INT: 0.392***, PU x ATT: 0.423***). 
Given that the correlation analysis also revealed a strong association between usefulness and 
enjoyment (0.492***), we should examine the causal relationship between these variables. These 
results lead us to believe that perhaps usefulness relates to a game’s ability to fulfill hedonic 
needs in hedonic games, and thus a higher sense of usefulness increases the actual enjoyment of 
playing the games. Therefore, we proceeded to analyze the model fit of a model where the places 
of usefulness and enjoyment have been reversed. 
Similar to utilitarian games, the results for hedonic games (Figure 8) show a strong relationship 
between attitude and playing intention (0.479***). Moreover, enjoyment has a significant path 
coefficient to playing intention (0.311***) and also to attitude (0.457***). In addition, perceived 
usefulness and perceived ease of use have significant but subtle relationships with attitude 
(0.167*** and 0.108***, respectively). Interestingly, enjoyment and perceived usefulness are 
strongly associated (0.411***). Lastly, ease of use has similar and significant effects on both 
perceived usefulness and enjoyment (0.294*** and 0.275***). 
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In order to confirm our theorization about the difference between use motivation differences 
between hedonic and utilitarian games, we also needed to test whether conversely the same 
model now has a poor fit for utilitarian games. The indices indicate a significantly more 
appropriate model for hedonic (AGFI: 0.980, TLI: 0.980, CFI: 0.996, SRMR: 0.014, RMSEA: 
0.056) rather than utilitarian (AGFI: 0.824, TLI: 0.916, CFI: 0.983, SRMR: 0.032, RMSEA: 
0.173) types of games, where most of the indices do not reach acceptance thresholds. For 
hedonic games, all of the indices are acceptable and therefore these model fits further support our 
theorization. 
 
Figure 8: Modeling results for playing intention of hedonic games. Model fit = AGFI: 0.980, TLI: 
0.980, CFI: 0.996, SRMR: 0.014, RMSEA: 0.056. 
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Table 6: Model fit indices. 
 𝜒𝜒2(𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹) AGFI TLI CFI SRMR RMSEA 
Model 1 (Figure 5 & 6)       
All games 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 1340.6;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.417 0.468 0.894 0.106 0.340 
Hedonic 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 825.1;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.480 0.370 0.874 0.117 0.320 
Utilitarian 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 617.7;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 -0.126 0.225 0.845 0.159 0.526 
       
Model 2 (Figure 7)       
Hedonic 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 398.1;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.727 0.697 0.939 0.049 0.222 
Utilitarian 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 32.2;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.916 0.962 0.992 0.022 0.116 
       
Model 3 (Figure 8)       
Hedonic 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 27.6;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.980 0.980 0.996 0.014 0.056 
Utilitarian 𝜒𝜒2(2) = 69.0;𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 0.824 0.916 0.983 0.032 0.173 
Acceptable  >0.90 >0.90 >0.90 <0.08 <0.07 
Excellent p > 0.05 >0.95 >0.95 >0.95 <0.05 <0.03 
 (Hooper et al. 2008) (Hair et al. 2010; Hu & Bentler 1999) 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
The present study contributed to and advanced the theoretical and empirical understanding of the 
nature of games, and also their role in the vast space of information systems and the related 
academic domain. Moreover, through this examination of games, the paper has also contributed 
to improving our understanding of information systems that can’t clearly be placed in the 
traditional categories of either utilitarian or hedonic information systems. The study offers 
important insights about the differing and similar motivations which relate to the dual-
purposefulness of these types of ISs, and also provides methodological guidelines (especially 
related to meta-analysis) that can be further employed in mapping user motivations across IS 
types across the whole body of literature which has been conducted in the IS field. As far as we 
know, the present study is one of the first of its kind in the area of information systems that 
employs rigorous mathematical meta-analytical methods, including meta-SEM. 
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More specifically, this study has synthesized previous research literature meta-analytically and 
provided estimates for the correlations between the most common variables featured in studies 
that investigate why people use games. Since we utilized zero-order correlations between 
variables as our data, we were not restricted by the theoretical assumptions or model structures 
which occurred in the reviewed body of literature. In addition, we conducted a meta-SEM 
analysis employing an extended technology acceptance model (Van der Heijden 2004) to model 
use intention, and investigated the differences between hedonic and utilitarian types of games. 
The results showed several factors that have significant correlation with playing intention. 
However, above all else, attitude remained the strongest determinant of game use, independent of 
the game type. The results also reveal significant differences between the game categories. 
Predictably, utilitarian game use is ultimately determined by usefulness, whereas hedonic games 
are mainly played for enjoyment. However, the analysis also showed a strong association 
between enjoyment and usefulness, revealing that the respective lesser determinants had a 
significant but indirect role in explaining use intention. Therefore, it can be posited that games 
are multi-purpose ISs which nevertheless rely on hedonic factors, even in the pursuit of 
instrumental outcomes.  
Traditionally, information systems have been divided into hedonic and utilitarian categories in 
accordance to their primary use purpose. Literature suggests that while utilitarian information 
systems are primarily used for usefulness (Davis 1989), the use of hedonic systems is mainly 
driven by enjoyment (Van der Heijden 2004). More recently, however, IS scholars have 
observed that some systems (known as dual-purposed IS) can be employed for both utilitarian 
and leisure purposes (Gerow et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2013; Soliman & Tuunainen 2015; Wu & 
Lu 2013). A prominent example of such systems are social networking services which are 
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commonly used for either work or leisure purposes. Although games are often regarded as the 
most extreme form of hedonic information systems, our results show that games are also dual-
purpose ISs in the sense that their use is driven by both hedonic and utilitarian reasons. However, 
our results also show that the dual-purpose can be different. For example, where social 
networking services may be used for work during the day and for leisure during leisure hours, 
games require their enjoyment and usefulness to manifest simultaneously; however, in utilitarian 
games, enjoyment is a pre-requirement for their instrumentality. Therefore, the present meta-
analysis has been able to tease out the nature of a new form of dual/multi-purpose where the use 
is dual-purposed, but rather than the purposes taking turns, they may exist at the same time and 
in a causal relationship. 
In particular, we have managed to show that while some games are primarily played for 
entertainment, the use of others is mainly motivated by usefulness. Having fun while playing 
utilitarian games improves the sense of usefulness, whereas hedonic games only need to be 
useful in the sense that they can fulfill the player’s hedonic needs effectively. Therefore, instead 
of classifying games as purely hedonic information systems, our results show that it is more 
appropriate to identify games as dual-purposed information systems. Moreover, unlike the 
findings of previous research (Wu & Lu 2013), our results imply that enjoyment does not 
necessarily play the most important role in determining the use of dual-purposed information 
systems. Instead, we suggest that main motivator for use varies with the temporary use purpose: 
if games are used for education or other utilitarian outcome purposes, then their primary use 
motivator shifts from enjoyment to usefulness. 
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In the grander scheme of theories about why people use different systems and services, while the 
utilitarian-hedonic continuum has been the most dominant one, more recent work has also 
heavily incorporated social aspects among main determinants of IS use in addition to utilitarian 
and hedonic factors (See. e.g. Hamari & Koivisto 2015; Li & Mao 2015; Mäntymäki & Riemer 
2014; Ngai et al. 2015). Relatedly, research on player typologies and player orientations have 
also identified social gaming orientation as one the main approaches that people have towards 
playing (Hamari & Tuunanen 2014; Kallio et al. 2011; Yee 2006a). As seems clearly apparent, 
gaming and playing are inherently social activities (and even more so after the advent of online 
games), and therefore, investigating social gratifications and motivations along with hedonic and 
utilitarian ones seems to be increasingly essential. Future studies could, for example, more 
comprehensively investigate sense of community that cooperative games might give rise to, 
recognition that players derive from in-game achievements and for example trust that games may 
help build between players working together. 
According to popular behavioral theories such as the technology acceptance model (Davis 1989), 
theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980), and the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 
1991), attitude is commonly assumed to be the strongest determinant of behavioral intentions and 
actual behavior. Our analysis also confirms these assumptions, and across game types, attitude 
was the strongest determinant for game use. However, attitude is a rather abstract variable on its 
own, and therefore often modeled in middle of multilevel model structures. In fact, our results 
revealed that perceived usefulness and enjoyment had significantly stronger effects on attitude 
than directly on playing intention, indicating that attitude is an important mediator of other main 
motivations for game use. 
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In the technology acceptance model (Davis et al. 1989), perceived ease of use indirectly explains 
information system use by having effects on usefulness and attitude. In addition to these 
relationships, we also modeled the causal path from ease of use to enjoyment. According to the 
results, a higher usability of games seems to enable enjoyable gaming experiences as well as 
enhance the sense of usefulness of playing them.  It is highly plausible that difficulties and 
frustration in the user interface may detract from game enjoyment, and also hinder utilitarian 
outcomes. However, the relationship between ease of use and attitude was surprisingly weak. In 
particular, as the zero-order correlation between the variables was noticeably stronger than the 
path coefficient in our structural model, the results suggest that enjoyment and usefulness 
dominate the effects on attitude over the perceived ease of use. In the end, while usability is 
important for enjoyment and usefulness, it does not seem to directly modify our attitude towards 
playing games. 
Prior to conducting our meta-SEM analyses, we examined several variables and their direct 
relationships with playing intention. This allowed us to investigate a broader set of variables and 
their effects, despite that not all of the variables could be included in the SEM-analyses. In 
addition to enjoyment, the literature has suggested two other hedonic variables to explain the use 
of games; flow and perceived playfulness. Flow is the extent of deep concentration, the amount 
of immersion and the optimal hedonic experience (Csikszentmihalyi 1990) in the use of games, 
whereas perceived playfulness is related to interestingness and curiosity (Moon & Kim 2001). 
While differences exist between their details, they similarly represent hedonic aspects of the 
game. Thus, in our study we expected to find similar results as we did with enjoyment. While the 
results expectedly showed significant relationships between both variables and playing intention, 
their correlations were noticeably weaker than for enjoyment. However, flow and playfulness are 
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relatively detailed and specific experiences in comparison to enjoyment, which represents a 
hedonic experience of playing games in general. As there were a wide variety of game types in 
this analysis, the significance of these variables might vary from one game type to another. For 
example, although playing mobile games can be as much fun as playing any other games, they 
are typically played for shorter periods and do not offer as immersive experiences and interesting 
content as computer games might. Similarly, many games are considerably goal-driven and task-
oriented, and this may give relatively less space for playful behavior and experiences which are 
driven by curiosity, exploration and free play (Webster & Martocchio 1992). While our sample 
unfortunately did not allow us to examine this aspect comprehensively, future efforts could 
further examine why the results for flow and playfulness were slightly weaker than those for 
enjoyment. 
Three studies modeled how satisfaction with games affects use intention, and all managed to 
detect an effect in their structural models. Thus, it therefore inevitable that our meta-analysis 
would also conclude that a connection existed between these variables. However, while the 
effect was significant and quite strong, the estimate had huge confidence intervals. Although all 
of the studies showed an effect, the wide intervals were due to highly varying correlations 
between the studies. By looking at the details, the results revealed that there was a clear 
difference in the estimates between a single education game study (high correlation) and two 
studies which examined social network games (low correlations). Moreover, a surprisingly weak 
relationship between satisfaction and use behavior has also been discussed in online games 
(Tseng & Wang 2012), where satisfaction poorly explained behavior. Although these findings 
imply differences between hedonic and utilitarian games, the low number of studies did not 
allow comprehensive and accurate conclusions to be drawn on the variability of this effect. 
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Nevertheless, the effects of satisfaction on the use of games requires more investigation, 
especially due to the surprisingly weak correlations seen in the two social network game studies. 
Subjective norms is the perception of whether other people approve the behavior or not, and is 
one of the main determinants for behavioral intention in the theories of reasoned action (Ajzen & 
Fishbein 1980) and planned behavior (Ajzen 1991). According to these theories, the playing 
intention of games should depend on subjective norms. The results indeed revealed a significant 
relationship between subjective norms and playing intention, however, it was only mediocre in 
its strength. This finding is rather expected, and while subjective norms should not be the most 
important reason for using games, social pressure should still have an effect on the behavior. 
However, while subjective norms were the most frequently studied social aspect in the analyzed 
literature, they insufficiently describe the actual social reasons for playing. Since most 
contemporary games include social activities such as multiplayer game modes, chatting, trading 
and/or tools for sharing the gaming experience, social factors are arguably an important 
consideration in the use of games. Indeed, studies have discovered that some people play 
primarily because they can interact with other players (Bartle 1996). Therefore, it would be wise 
to study the relationship between playing intention and the social reasons for playing more 
extensively. 
Traditionally, young men are the stereotypical users of games. However, the increased popularity 
of games has significantly increased the number of different players, and currently, not only is 
the concept of this stereotypical player becoming outdated, but the division of genders in game 
users has become rather even (ESA 2014). This review also supports the view that the legacy 
mindset of considering games as merely the pastimes of pre-adolescent males is unfounded. The 
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results of this meta-analysis could not detect any significant correlation between gender and 
playing intention, and is thus breaking the stereotype. 
It can be noted that this study attempted to investigate the why people play games meta-
analytically and by emphasizing rigor of investigation over novelty or relevance by including 
variables and perspectives that had been cover extensively enough in the extant literature. In 
contrast, especially in the context of qualitative game research literature, games are commonly 
viewed from a wider set of perspectives. This study focused only of variables and factors that 
had been investigated in enough quantitative literature to afford a meta-analytical investigation. 
However, it can be said that while game research literature has been interested in games from 
multiple perspectives, it has only been the information systems literature that has studies game 
use in a way that afforded it being used as data for the meta-analysis. This notion poses a few 
implications for the future research both the IS literature as well as game research outside the IS 
realm. Firstly, it is clear that information systems literature, both for its detriment and benefit, the 
area has been dominated by rigid theoretical framework which dictate the bulk of research 
models used in empirical investigation. However, this setting has at the same time being limiting 
to how variedly games have been investigated. An indication of this was the fact that in this 
review only studies that had employed factors familiar from the technology acceptance literature 
could be included in the meta-SEM analyses as only those had been investigated enough times. 
Therefore, it is clear that quantitative literature that investigates the relationship between playing 
activities and motivations as well as gratification from it is still scarce. There is a plethora of 
singular studies that have investigated any given factor and there is not yet enough cumulated 
literature to compare findings across these studies that deviate from the technology acceptance 
theory’s core. In order for us to understand games and why do people use them more holistically, 
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but at the same time rigorously, researchers seeking to make their dent in this vein of literature 
should boldly venture towards more courageous research initiatives and towards including a 
more varied set of independent variables. However, these efforts should at the same time seek to 
retain the comparability of their research to e.g. the body of literature meta-analyzed here. 
4.1. Limitations 
As far as we know, our study is the first of its kind to conduct comparative (meta-)analyses on 
the use and acceptance of hedonic and utilitarian games. This comparison has been direly needed 
not only for the sake of game research, but also to contribute to our understanding of the process 
of adoption between types of a same class of technology. However, future studies should look 
even deeper into more nuanced categories and types. This would have been impossible in this 
study, since the amount of available literature is still too small to provide enough resolution to 
investigate more nuanced categories, and therefore, we were restricted to the level of the 
hedonic-utilitarian continuum. Although we can categorize games into hedonic and utilitarian 
types with reasonable accuracy based on their main leisure or instrumental purpose, the specific 
game types remain rather abstract. In particular, the hedonic category consisted of studies 
reporting online, MMO, mobile and social network games. While these games share a leisure 
oriented nature, they can still be relatively different and even overlap each other. In order to 
develop a more detailed and fine grained division of game types, we would have needed more 
specific information about the games specifically examined in the literature. However, these 
game types were named as they were reported, thus prohibiting us from conducting a more 
detailed game type analysis. In fact, it seemed as if most of the studies we analyzed could not 
specify the game types themselves, as the questionnaires they employed were often targeted to 
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one of the listed game types rather than for specific games. Especially, as this review has 
revealed that different type of games are likely to have different use motivations, then future 
efforts should be more specific regarding the games they examine. Such specificity allows 
scholars to use more specific and interesting variables, rather than generic variables such as 
attitude, usefulness or enjoyment. Currently it seems that not enough literature has appeared 
which makes comparisons between more specific groupings. However, the split between 
utilitarian and hedonic games is rather defendable as the end-utility of these types clearly differ 
(despite that utilitarian games can be enjoyable etc.).We acknowledge some challenges in the 
combination of variables across studies. Undoubtedly not all of the studies measured similarly 
named variables identically, and so conceptually, merging variables across a variety of studies 
could be seen as rather questionable. However, in practice it is difficult to find even two 
independent studies which employ identical measures (Ellis 2010). That said, combining similar 
concepts with slightly varying details is not necessarily a study weakness, and a slight variation 
in variable constructs covers the concept more comprehensively, and can thus provide more 
accurate overall estimates when enough studies are included in the meta-analysis.  
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APPENDIX 
A. Complete search string for Scopus 
TITLE-ABS-KEY(("why do people play" OR "why people play" OR "why do people use" OR 
"why people use" OR "use continuance" OR "continued use" OR "continue using" OR adoption 
OR acceptance OR "technology adoption" OR "technology acceptance" OR "use intention" OR 
"intention" OR loyalty) AND (mmo* OR "video game" OR "online game" OR "on-line game" 
OR "mobile game" OR "social network game" OR "serious game" OR "simulation game" OR 
"virtual game" OR "social game" OR "exergame" OR "computer game" OR "console game" OR 
"arcade game" OR "facebook game" OR "casual game" OR "digital game" OR "educational 
game" OR "first person shooter" OR "multiplayer game")) AND (LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, 
"COMP") OR LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "SOCI") OR LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "ENGI") OR 
LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "BUSI") OR LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "PSYC") OR LIMIT-
TO(SUBJAREA, "ARTS") OR LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "DECI") OR LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, 
"ECON")). 
 
RUNNING TITLE: Why do people play games? A meta-analysis 
  
RUNNING TITLE: Why do people play games? A meta-analysis 
B. Tests of heterogeneity 
Variables  Q df(Q) p I2 
INT x PEOU  404.727 20 0.000 95.058 
INT x ATT  325.413 18 0.000 94.469 
INT x ENJ  621.542 21 0.000 96.621 
INT x PU  516.527 16 0.000 96.902 
PEOU x PU  664.663 14 0.000 97.894 
INT x SN  146.799 13 0.000 91.144 
ATT x PEOU  175.523 11 0.000 93.733 
ENJ x PEOU  302.582 11 0.000 96.365 
ATT x ENJ  86.698 10 0.000 88.466 
ATT x PU  361.462 9 0.000 97.510 
ENJ x PU  350.381 8 0.000 97.717 
SN x ATT  93.773 8 0.000 91.469 
SN x ENJ  107.963 7 0.000 93.516 
SN x PEOU  30.435 7 0.000 77.000 
SN x PU  82.838 4 0.000 95.171 
 
 
  
RUNNING TITLE: Why do people play games? A meta-analysis 
C. Structural equation modeling matrices 
 
Total sample: 
 INT ATT ENJ PU PEOU 
INT 1     
ATT 0.689 1    
ENJ 0.586 0.596 1   
PU 0.572 0.641 0.562 1  
PEOU 0.438 0.432 0.437 0.493 1 
n = 5793 
Hedonic games: 
 INT ATT ENJ PU PEOU 
INT 1     
ATT 0.660 1    
ENJ 0.589 0.582 1   
PU 0.392 0.423 0.492 1  
PEOU 0.325 0.338 0.396 0.294 1 
n = 4022 
Utilitarian games: 
 INT ATT ENJ PU PEOU 
INT 1     
ATT 0.751 1    
ENJ 0.573 0.657 1   
PU 0.724 0.854 0.748 1  
PEOU 0.550 0.560 0.506 0.639 1 
n = 1114 
 
  
RUNNING TITLE: Why do people play games? A meta-analysis 
 
D. Meta-analysis calculation formulas (Borenstein et al. 2009) 
1. Use k for number of studies and n for sample sizes 𝑛𝑛 − 3. 
2. Fisher z-transform correlations before calculation: 𝑧𝑧 = 1
2
ln (1+𝑟𝑟
1−𝑟𝑟
) 
3. Estimate between-studies variance: 𝑇𝑇2 = 𝑄𝑄−𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐶𝐶
, where  
𝑄𝑄 = ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖2 − �∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 �2∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 ,   𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹 = 𝑘𝑘 − 1,   𝐶𝐶 = ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 − ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖2𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1  
4. Random effect model weight: 𝑤𝑤 = 11
𝑛𝑛
+𝜏𝜏2
 
5. Magnitude of effect size estimate: 𝑧𝑧 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1
∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1
 
6. Standard error of effect size estimate: 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � 1
∑𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
 
7. 95 % confidence intervals of effect size estimate: 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑧𝑧 ± 1.96 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
8. Statistical significance: 𝑍𝑍 = 𝑧𝑧
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
,  𝑝𝑝 = 2(1 − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇(𝑍𝑍)) 
9. Inverse Fisher z-transform back to correlation: 𝑟𝑟 = exp (2𝑧𝑧)−1
exp(2𝑧𝑧)+1 
 
